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EPA Administrator Russell Train and his audience at the November PCB's Conference (Courtesy EPA-Chicago)

by the Editor

in Chicago, Illinois, November 19-21, the

Environmental Protection Agency, in cooper-

ation with the United States Department of
Agriculture,
Council
on
Environmental
Quality, Department of Health, Education and

Welfare and the Department of the interior,
sponsored a symposium on polychlorinated

biphenyls (PCB s). Over 600 scientists, politicians, industrialists and environmentalists
attended. What led the agencies to sponsor

the conference and why so many people

attended should become clear to you as you

read through this article.

HISTORY AND USE
PCB s are man-made chemicals produced
by chlorination of biphenyl with the use of a

catalyst. There may be as many as 209 comPublished by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1976

pounds which can be produced in this way.
PCB s have been in use since 1929, but not
until the DDT scare of the late 1960 s did

scientists begin worrying about the possibility

that the chemicals could be toxic.

At the time of the DDT alarm, there were
several anomalies in stream measurements of
the chemical. High concentrations of DDT

were identified as coming from sources which

did not manufacture, store or use it. Gas
chromatography enabled researchers to refine

analytical methods used to identify DDT.
Analysis revealed that PCB's were being confused with DDT. Some uses of PCB s, it was

then determined, were resulting in uncontrolled Iosses to the environment. Then in

1968 over 1,000 people in Japan were struck

by an epidemic of a disfiguring skin disease
which was traced to rice oil that had been
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contaminated with PCB s. Sixteen deaths and
two stillbirths were blamed on this contamination. As a result of this series of events, a
National Task Force on PCB s was convened.
It recommended stringent controls and limited
uses only by the electrical industry. The United

States Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

set maximum levels to be tolerated in foods

PCB HISTORY IN THE UNITED STATES
Source: Environmental Protection Agency

15 Billion lbs
Produced in or

Imported to the

United States
Since 1929

750 Million lbs
Have Entered
the Envnronment

effective in 1973, e.g. 5 parts per million (ppm)
in edible portions of fish.

Monsanto, the only United States company then manufacturing PCB s, voluntarily
stopped selling the chemicals to United States

300 Million lbs
in Landfills
750 Million lbs
Now in Sen/ice in
the United States

customers except for closed system electri-

cal applications. Yet today the chemical is
ubiquitous; it is in the air, in the water, and
in the soils. Pollution levels are not appreciably

decreasing despite the controls. There are
several reasons why: the persistence of PCB s,

importation, accidents during the manufacturing processes which still use PCB s, its

presence in NCR paper and release during
recycling, direct emissions into waterways,

fallout from the atmospheric input and fallout due to investment (wax) casting processes

or low temperature incineration (PCB s can be
incinerated at 2200-2600°F), and leaching

from landfills. Of the 1.5 x 109 lbs produced
in or imported to the United States to date,
750 x 106 lbs are still in use by the electrical

industry, 300 x 106 lbs have been burned in

landfills, approximately 150 x 106 lbs is
in the environment; the remainder have been
incinerated or lost (300,000 lbs).

\
'

150 Million lbs
in Air, Water. SOII,
Bottom Sediments

300 Million Ibs
Have Degraded

L

l
~

in some countries for the same reasons and
because most substitutes are more expensive.

At least six substitutes for PCB s are under

development by major chemical companies,

but none has reached the United States

market. Dow Chemical is developing one for
use in power capacitors; Exxon is considering phthalate esters; and Dow Corning is
working on a dimethyl silicon for use in transformers. The Iast has been successfully use
in Japan for the past four years. The Enviroa
mental Protection Agency is strongly encour-

aging acceleration of development
marketing of appropriate substitutes.

and

HEALTH EFFECTS

In 1970, 85 million pounds of PCB s were
The safety features of PCB s may be outproduced by Monsanto. Today about 40
weighed
by their toxicity as more evidence
million pounds are produced and 0.5 million
pounds are imported. PCB s are still attractive
because of their thermal stability, resistance
to oxidation, excellent electrical insulating
properties, and low biodegradability. Firms

using PCB s have rejected potential substi-

tutes in transformers and capacitors for
reasons of safety. Insurance underwriters have

been reluctant to approve of substitutes
because the substances may not be as safe as
PCB s in the sense of fire risk. Uses in lubricants, carbonless duplicating paper, die
casting, paints and coatings, adhesives, fireproof sealants, plastics, etc., are continuing
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol2/iss1/1

mounts against the chemical. There is, how-

ever, a question (currently being researched)
whether it is PCB s and/or the impurity in

PCB s,
tetrachlorodibenzofuran
(TCBF)
which is the more toxic substance. TCBF
in studies of chickens was found to be 10,000
times more toxic than PCB s.

Liver cancer and reproductive failures

have resulted from laboratory feeding experi-

ments with rats, chickens, minks and rhesus
monkeys.

Only a few months after being

placed on diets containing as little as 2.5
Continued on page 4
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PEOPLE

Professor Joseph Shapiro, of the Limnoogical Research Center, University of Min-

qgsota at Minneapolis, and Professor Archie

. McDonnell of the Department of Civil
Engineering Water Resources Center, at The

Pennsylvania State

University,

have

been

appointed as the new state representatives
to the Great Lakes Research Advisory Board.
Minnesota and Pennsylvania have replaced

New York and Michigan in the states' rotating
membership on the Board. Retiring are Dr.
Leo J. Het/ing, of the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, and
Carlos Fettero/f, formerly with the Michigan
Department

of

Natural

Resources.

Mr.

Fetterolf s ex-officio appointment representing the Great Lakes Fishery Commission was

noted in Focus 4.

Paul D. Foley, of the Ontario Ministry of

the Environment, and Dr. John R. Val/entyne,
of Environment Canada, are the newly reappointed Canadian members of the Research
Advisory Board.

Mr. Ralph W. Purdy, who represented the

State of Michigan on the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board, resigned his position with the
ate at the end of 1975. He has accepted
e position of Vice President, Environmental
Controls, for National Steel Corporation in
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
Mr.
William
Turney, who recently was appointed to replace
Mr, Purdy on the Water Quality Board, will be
acting Executive Secretary to the Water
Resources Commission and Deputy Director,
Environmental Protection Service, Michigan
Department of Natural Resources, until a suc-

cessor to Mr. Purdy is named.

Dr. Alfred M. Beeton, member of the
Eutrophication Committee, has been named

director of the University of Michigan Great
Lakes and

Marine Waters Center. He will

assume his new responsibilities in July.

Page 3

Francis T. Mayo left his post as Administrator EPA Region V to become Director

of EPA s Cincinnati Municipal Environmental

Research Laboratory in March 1976.

GREAT LAKES
TOMORROW LAUNCHED
Great Lakes Tomorrow (GLT) is a three
year program to broaden public participation
in planning the economic and environmental
future of the region. Sponsorship of this notfor profit Illinois entity is by citizen groups,
research agencies and academic institutions.

GLT was launched in October 1975 when 60

people met in Racine, Wisconsin to explore

the GLT concept. The overall goals of GLT
are to: develop a significant group of citizens

who understand and influence trade-offs made
in planning the uses of water, land and
regional resources; improve the understanding of ecological, economic and social pro-

cesses at work in the Great Lakes Basin; and

ensure a wide range of natural and artificial

environments for a healthful, enjoyable and
relatively stable working places, homes and

recreational sites suited to people s needs. A
summary of the conference is available on
request from GLT.
Various task forces are being formed
which will operate in particular geographic

or topical areas
such as around Lake
Superior or in the field of energy supply.

Additional Directors are needed to broaden
the geographic base

and range of views

represented on its new US. - Canada Board
of Directors. Participants and organizers of

task forces must be identified as well as staff
members to support the efforts of volunteers.

If you would like to be part of this program,

contact Gordon Goodman, Great Lakes
Tomorrow, 53 West Jackson Boulevard,

Chicago, lllinois, 60602.

Jean Marchand was sworn in as Canada s
Environment Minister on January 22. The Minister of State for Fisheries, Romeo LeB/anc,

had been acting Minister since Jeanne Sauvé

became Minister of Communications.

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1976
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It appearsthat the air may beamajortransPCB continued from page 2
port
mechanism for PCB s. They are found
ppm of PCB s, rhesus monkeys at the University of Wisconsin Primate Research Center
showed signs of the toxic effects. They began
to lose hair, had skin lesions, evidenced
general metabolic disturbance and severe
stomach aches. Apparently, in these studies,
PCB s at low levels caused abortions and

sickly offspring. it is important to note that a
no effect" level has not been established.

world-wide. In fact, at the Chicago conferenc

one researcher reported PCB levels in lay
of Antarctic glaciers.

Increased chlorine levels in PCB s
decrease toxicity of the PCB s to aquatic
life, but increase the toxic levels to warm
blooded species. The clearance rate of PCB s
from tissue is very slow. Fish eggs with as

low as 0.5 pg/g have difficulty in hatching.
Reproductive failure and mortality in herring
gulls around Lake Ontario has been directly
linked to PCB s. Water with 10-100 ug/litre of
PCB s has been shown to be fatal to aquatic

species; 1-10 ug/litre has an effect on reproduction; and .001-.01 pg/litre enables biocentration to affect public health. A water
level of .0001-.0005 pg/litre of PCB s was proposed by some participants in the Environ-

mental Protection Agency conference.

Though the levels of PCB s found

in

birds, animals and most foods for human consumption appear to be decreasing, levels in

fish, particularly Great Lakes fish, are not.

The monkey on the right was exposed to the PCB Aroclor
1248 at a 5.0ppm level for 1 year. (Photo courtesy
Wisconsin Sea Grant Program.)

People who work with PCB s have com-

plained of nausea, skin disease, fungus in-

fections, nose and eye irritation and asthmatic

bronchitis. Even though the electrical industry
has published guidelines for safe PCB use,
in most small manufacturers, transformer rebuild shops, etc. (according to reports from
recent Environmental Protection Agency inspections), gloves, other protective clothing,
masks, etc, are not used because they are not

issued.
Everybody is consuming PCB s in small

quantities. Recent studies to measure the

amount of PCB s in humans discovered levels
approaching 1 ppm in 75 percent of the per-

sons tested. Tissues from subjects in the Great
Lakes in the United States and Canada contained PCB s above the national levels. Long
term effects of ingestion of PCB s at low level
concentrations are not known.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol2/iss1/1

Fish from the Great Lakes, the Hudson, Milwaukee and Ohio rivers and other waterways
are displaying PCB levels in excess of the
ppm (pg/g) set by FDA. Shipments may

seized by FDA if the fish are considered con-

taminated. Health and Welfare Canada
recently set a 2 ppm (pg/g) acceptable level in
fish and that agency also has seizure powers.
Canadians have grown so concerned about
PCB concentrations in St. Lawrence River eels
that they are considering terminating commercial eel fishing licences there. Eels have
been tested at an average of 17.14 ppm (pg/g).

Fishermen are worried since they are

facing a possible limit on their livelihood not
dissimilar to the ban on commercial fishing on

Lake St. Clair due to mercury contamination.
During the Chicago conference representatives of fishery COOperatives and fishermen
themselves spoke on the effect of the ban on

fishing for certain species in Lake Michigan.
The successes of the multi million dollar programs to rebuild the Great Lakes fisheries
will be reversed if the fish cannot be caught

Continued on page 10
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research in the biological, physical and social
AGREEMENT ACTIVITIES
sciences.

Fifty experts in the field of surveillance

d monitoring met in Windsor, January 20-21

a workshop sponsored by the Surveillance

On February 24-25 the Lake Dynamics
Committee held a workshop on lake stratifica-

Subcommittee of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board. Participants in the workshop

tion.Asummary document will be produced.

in both the United States and Canada.

Quality. Copies can be requested from the
Regional Office of the International Joint

represented the eight states, Ontario, the two
federal governments, and several universities
The purposes of the event were to review

uniform objectives for a Great Lakes sur-

veillance program; to review a cost effective,
comprehensive uniform surveillance design
for the Great Lakes and connecting channels;
and to define the frequency of sample col-

lection, location

of sampling points and

parameters to be analyzed. Essentially the
experts were to advise the Subcommittee
how best to optimize developing surveillance

programs.

Opening addresses by J. P. Bruce,
Canadian Chairman of the Great Lakes Water
Quality Board, who spoke on the importance

of Surveillance to the accomplishment of the
1972 agreement, and by Dr. Alfred M. Beeton
of the Eutrophication Committee, who spoke
of the state of the art in surveillance, are

vailable from the Regional Office.
After a

morning

plenary session, the

participants spent the afternoon, evening and
most of the second day in seven workshop

sessions analyzing and improving the program

designed by the Subcommittee last year. The
seven groups were Lake Superior, Lake Huron,
Lake Michigan, Lake Ontario, Lake Erie, Fish
Contaminants and Radiological Pollution.
Each session had a recorder who is respons-

ible for preparing a report of the session.

From the reports and their own impressions of the events, the Subcommitteee
will prepare a comprehensive, coordinated

surveillance plan to be forwarded to the Water
Quality Board.
March 1-3 a Research Needs Workshop
was held in Windsor. Sixty people met to
review suggested research issues for the
purpose of compiling a document recommending Great Lakes water quality priority

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1976

The Commission has completed its 1974
RepOrt to Governments on Great Lakes Water

Commission.

The IJC will hold its Second Annual Meet

ing on Water Quality Agreement activities in

Windsor from July 19 to 22. All sessions will be
open to the public and media. For details,
contact the Regional Office.

LEGISLATION AND THE COURTS
HR 9560 is the first bill in the United
States Congress which proposes substantive
revisions to 92-500, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972. Its
provisions include a training grant program
(treatment plant operators), money for state
water pollution control programs, more

authority to the states for construction grant

program
administration,
extended
1977
secondary treatment deadline, and state areawide planning grants.

On December 12 the Environmental Protection Agency released primary drinking
water standards as required under the Safe
Drinking Water Act. On December 17 the
Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) filed suit
asking the courts to send the standards back

to the agency with direction to include an

organics standard and to correct other short-

comings. EDF identified as shortcomings the

failure to require adequate disinfection for
virus control and adequate heavy metals

monitoring, and the failure to set levels for

toxic substances (concerning which enough
information is available; e.g. asbestos and

pesticides).

A 1971 New York State law which pro
hibited drilling for natural gas in undenivater
5
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lands or shorelines of Lake Erie is presently The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency

Pennsylvania during January to
proposals for natural gas drilling.

the Metropolitan

consider

The Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals
April decision to revoke the Bailly nuclear
plant s construction permit for a 685 MWe
boiling water reactor on Lake Michigan s
shore has been reversed. The revocation was
based on the fact that the city limits of Portage,
Indiana, are 1.1 miles from the Bailly site.

Sanitary

District of

Chicago filed the suits and Inland will pay
Illinois the $400,000 in court costs.

CONFERENCES
The United States Environmental Protection Agency and the Oil Spill Control Associa-

tion of America are sponsoring the third

annual conference on Controls of Hazardous

Materials Spills in New Orleans April 25-28,

1976. For more information, write: H. BernardConference Manager, Information Transfer,
Inc., 6100 Executive Blvd., Rockville, MD.

The Supreme court overturned that decision
in November because, though the city limit is

20852.

interpretation, the Nuclear Regulatory Com

Lakes Research (IAGLR) will hold its 19th
conference May 4-7, 1976 at the University of

1.1 miles, the densely populated areas are
over two miles from the site. Under the recent
mission can allow the Northern Indiana Public

Service Company to proceed with Bailly.
Judge

Edward J. Devitt on October 9

ruled in the United States District Court for

Minnesota that the Corps of Engineers must
comply with that state s water quality
standards in carrying out its dredging activ-

ities. State laws require that all dredge spoils

receive secondary treatment, that all dredgers
obtain state diSposaI permits, and that there

be no discharges into navigable waters which

exceed

state

water

quality

standards.

(Minnesota Pollution Control Agency)

The International Association for Great

Guelph (Ontario). Dr. John C. Roff of the
Department of Zoology is the conference
chairman.
March 9-11 the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency held a symposium, Lake Superior:

A Resource lmperiled, on the transport of toxic
and hazardous substances on Lake Superior.

The potential for problems in the future w
the conference focus. For information regar
ing
proceedings
availability,
contact
Stephanie Leminowsky, Minnesota Pollution

Control Agency, 1935 W. County Road B2,
Roseville, MN 55113.

HR 8841 passed the United States House
of Representatives in October without the

BRIEFS

ment of Agriculture veto power over Environmental Protection Agency pesticide activities.
Environmental
Protection Agency must,

proposed new standards of performance for
marine sanitation devices. The proposed

clauses which would have given the Depart-

however, notify United States Department of
Agriculture if it intends to reclassify or cancel
a pesticide or issue new regulations.
Last

September s

$1.9

million

court

imposed fine on Inland Steel Company for
polluting Lake Michigan has been lifted be-

cause the company agreed to build the $90
million waste recycling and filtration system
required at its East Chicago, Indiana, plant.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol2/iss1/1

The Environmental

Protection Agency

w

in local papers or contact their Assemblyman. Legislative hearings were held in

and

standards for United States vessels and
foreign vessels entering United States waters

Q

under review. People interested in taking part
in public discussions should look for notices

would apply to new vessels on January 30,

1977, and to existing vessels three years later.
They would prohibit sewage discharge into
landlocked freshwater lakes, reservoirs, freshwater impoundments and certain rivers. The
discharge of treated sewage into other
navigable waters (including the Great Lakes)

would be allowed under the proposal. Vessels
operating in coastal or interstate waters would

6
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be required to meet increased standards of
After nationwide public hearings in June
quality for discharged sewage after 1980, and the Environmental Protection Agency s

with certain exceptions.

own evaluation of the issues, the Agency out-

On December 22, 1975, the Environmental

Protection Agency proposed rules for designa-

tion and determinations of removability, harmful quantities, units of measurement and penalty rates for over three hundred hazardous
substances" as required under Section 311 of

the

Federal

Water Pollution

Amendments of 1972.

Control

Act

NPDES permits for nuclear facilities will
now be issued before construction authority
is granted. The Environmental Protection
Agency and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission signed an agreement to that effect in
December 1975.
The Environmental Protection Agency
has suspended the major uses of the pesticides heptachlor and chlordane on grounds
that the imminent hazard" of causing cancer

in man far outweighs the benefits of continued
use.

From July 28 to August 19, and August
0-28, the Limnos, A Canada Centre for Inland
aters research vessel, completed an extensive survey of Lake Michigan. it performed a
regional sediment survey, collected piston

core samples (only the second time ever done

on Lake Michigan and first time ever 60 ft.
cores collected on the Lake), measured
ground water flow, obtained benthic fauna
samples, tested asbestos levels and performed
other tasks under a United States EPA-CCIW

project. On both cruises United States person-

lined recommendations in four construction

grants program areas: a $42 billion commitment over a 6-year period designed to give
priority to critically needed facilities, opposition to limiting federal funding of reserve
capacity and support of administrative efforts
for cost-effective facilities planning, support
of a proposal for case-by-case extension of

the

1977

municipal

deadline, and

Wright Bill.

Ontario

support

secondary treatment
for the

Environment

Cleveland-

Minister

George

Kerr will probably have signed an extended
environment agreement with Ottawa by the

time Focus reaches you. The administrative

side of clean up will be emphasized as will
surveillance for toxic chemicals, control of
polluters and research into new treatment
methods.
M.

Major provisions of Congressman William
Brodhead s Toxic Substances Control

Act (HR 7548)

See Focus 4

were incorpor-

ated in HR 10318 sponsored by Reps. Lionel
Van Deerlin (D.-Cal), Robert Eckhardt (D,-Tex.)
and Mr. Brodhead. The Senate staff amended

8 776 to conform to the compromise House

bill. Vance Hartke (D-lnd.) will co-sponsor the

new Senate billwith John V.Tunney(D.-Cal.).

On January 9, the Environmental Protec-

tion Agency granted Michigan its requested

zero discharge for all vessels in Michigan
waters of Lakes Michigan, Huron, Superior,
Erie and St. Clair, all their connecting water-

nel from Illinois were on board.

ways and inland lakes.

CCIW has completed a shallow-water sediment sampling Operation in Western Lake
Erie. Sediment have been mapped in areas of
less than 20 metres depth. Scientists will seek

eating
bacteria
(psuedomona)
through
selective breeding. All the byproducts of the

to discover where the sediments came from,
how shorelines evolve and their rates of evolution so that future rates and effects can be
predicted.

Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1976

A CClW researcher has developed a PCB-

PCB feeding have not been fully tested. The
bacteria appears to show signs that it could
also attack chlordane and lindane.

Citizens were able to make statements
and address question to Great Lakes Basin
Commissioners for the first time at last

7
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December s meeting. Bylaws were changed to
Proceedings of the Lake Dynamics Work-

give citizens a permanent role in future meet-

ings ofthe Great Lakes Basin Commission.
The

United

gram has opened

Nations Environment

of Drogues and Other Instruments Drifting in

Pro-

National Focal Point", an

international referral system, at the Environ
mental Protection Agency Headquarters in
Washington. Fifty-five governments world

wide will be linked by a computer network

so that those countries needing information
to solve environmental problems can reach
prospective solution sources. For more

information write United States National Focal
Point for UNEP/IRS (mail stop PM-213), Room

2902,
Environmental
Protection
Washington, DC. 20460.

shop on the Feasibility of Remote Tracking

Agency,

John Stanturf of the Cornell Center for
Environmental Quality Management (468
Hollister Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New

York 14853 or (607) 256-7323) is the contact for information regarding the Center s

new program of assisting small New York

communities to review environmental impact
statements. An interdisciplinary graduate
students team will participate in the experi-

ment. Fees to the Center will be required to

cover a portion of the review (mainly transportation costs).

BOOKSHELF

Coastal Waters are now available from t
Regional Office. Summaries of the presenta-

tions and group discussions, recommenda-

tions for research, and conclusions of the
attendees are contained in the document.
Canada-United States Relations, Volume
1: The Institutional Framework for the Rela-

tionship, by the Canadian Senate Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs is available from
Information Canada, Ottawa at $1.25 in
Canada, $1.50 in other countries. Its catalog

number is YC 23-301/1-0. The volume summarizes statements before the Senate by
expert witnesses from the federal and provincial governments, academia and the private
sector in the United States and Canada.
Sources of information in Water Resources
An Annotated Guide to Printed
Materials is available for $23.50 from Water
Information Center, Inc., Vanderventer Ave.,
Room 200, Port Washington, New York
11050.

The American Society for Testing and
Materials (1916 Race Street, Philadelphi

Pennsylvania 19102) has published Wate
Pollution Assessment; Automatic Sampling

and Measurement

STP 582. It is a 126-page

state-of-the-art-document costing $6.50.

Publication NRCC 14100, Waterborne
Dissolved Oxygen Requirements and Criteria
with Particular Emphasis on the Canadian

Midwest Research Institute has released
a report (EPA funded) on the quality of life

K1A 0R6. The report identifies the oxygen

are education and health, social well-being,
economy, politics and environment. The report
is $5.00 and is available from MRI Technical
Information Services, 425 Volker Blvd., Kansas

Environment by John C. Davis is available at
$2.00 from Publications, NRC Ottawa, Canada
levels at which adverse physiological, bio-

chemical and behavioral effects first become
apparent in fish.

in 243 metropolitan areas. Categories included

City, MO. 64110.

Proceedings of the International Joint

1976 Directory of Great Lakes Research

and Related Activities is available in limited
quantities from the Regional Office. The
volume contains information on approximately 900 projects related to the quality of
the waters of the Great Lakes System.

https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol2/iss1/1

Commission sponsored Public Participation

Workshop held in June 1975 are now avail-

able from the Regional Office. The volume in-

cludes the 4 papers presented, summaries of
the group discussions, conclusions and
recommendations. A summary is also available.
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Lake Michigan Current is a free newsletter published for the Illinois Coastal Zone

flow

from

these twelve

treatment

plants

accounts for over 80 percent of the total
municipal sewage flow into Lake Erie.

ogram by the Lake Michigan Federation on
quarterly basis. The Winter 1975 issue is of
particular interest to Illinois residents. For
copies write Current c/o Lake Michigan Federation, 53 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois
60604.

twelve treatment plants in 1973 and 1974 was

COASTAL ZONE TASK FORCES

achieved average effluent phosphorus concentrations of less than1 mg P/X (phosphorus

The overall performance of each of the

assessed in terms of the average effluent

concentrations for phosphorus, BOD5
suspended solids.

and

In 1974, only Fort Wayne and London

of

The Coastal Zone Management Program
Illinois has established Citizen Task

Forces. More than 100 citizens are already

active in them. The groups are independent
of the Coastal Zone Program, have their own
budgets and direct their own activities.
Each of the five task forces works

ona

single issue. Leaders are appointed by the

State of Illinois and citizen advisors work
with the volunteers. If you have questions
about the Task Forces, call the Citizens Service
Center (312) 427-5121. To join a Task Force,
telephone (in area code 312) its Chairperson:
Erosion .............................................. .. 922-9410
(Bertram Woodland
Chicago)
Land Use .......................................... .. 996-3115
(Jeanne Millin
Winnetka)
ecreation ........................................ .. 427-4256
(April Young)
Industrial ........................................... .. 922-9145
(John Bailey
Chicago)

Water Quality ................................... .. 835-0536
(Fran Schnadig
Glencoe)

MUNICIPAL PHOSPHORUS
LOADINGS DATA STUDY
The IJC Regional Office recently completed for the Water Quality Board an evaluation study on municipal phosphorous (P)
loadings in the Lake Erie Basin. Twelve major

municipal wastewater treatment plants were
selected for this study and visited by staff.
The plants were: Detroit and Wyandotte,
Michigan; Cleveland Easterly, Westerly and
Southerly, Toledo and Akron, Ohio; Erie,
Pennsylvania; Fort Wayne, Indiana; Windsor,
London and Kitchener, Ontario. The combined
Published by Scholarship at UWindsor, 1976

per litre), the limit under the Agreement.
Effluents from Cleveland Southerly and

Kitchener were slightly higher. These four
plants have been consistent in discharging
effluent of relatively high quality. The rest of
the plants had concentrations ranging from 1.8
to 6.7 mg P/l? . In 1973, none of the twelve plants
produced effluent with phosphorus concen-

trations less than 1 mg P/l.

Detroit, Wyandotte and Toledo have been
experiencing problems with their sludge
handling facilities because of the additional

sludge produced with phosphorus removal.
At Detroit, additional incinerator facilities have

recently been completed and are in the stage
of start-up and debugging. Plant expansion is
underway through a phased construction

program. At Wyandotte, the primary plant will

be expanded to provide pure oxygen activated
sludge treatment for its wastes. Construction
is close to completion and system start-up

will commence in the early months of 1976.

Cleveland Westerly is the site of a new
physical-chemical treatment plant due for
completion in 1979. At present, the plant is in
urgent need of proper operation and maintenance. Thick layers of scum can be observed

covering most of the tanks. Solids carryover is
evident and is reflected in the effluent
suspended solids concentrations of over 100

mg/,(?. The new plant will provide lime addition,
recarbonation and carbon adsorption to the

wastes.
Relatively

high

BOD5

and suspended

solids discharged from the primary West
Windsor plant are attributed in part to a full
scale research project which significantly
affected the operation of the plant.
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struck with Monsanto to assure that the company would sell PCB s only to closed system
industrial users. Facilities of all forms ab

COMPARISON OF ACTUAL AND TARGETED LOADINGS
l
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PHOSPHORUS LOADINGS (kg/anl

1200

(I mg/lme)

1770
' 7

. m

current PCB customers of Monsanto we

,W ,
l

inspected and monitored. All known sources
of PCB s are periodically checked to make
certain that control facilities are adequate.

I 000
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A Lewiston, New York facility or Monsanto

now receive all scrap or waste PCB s for
disposal.
400

Canada passed the Environmental Con-
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200< l

The Erie treatment plant has been experi-

encing periodic upsets during its start-up
period due to the extremely high solids and

organic loadings from its major industrial dis
charger, Hammermill Paper Company.
The IJC staff reported that:

The 1974 phosphorus loadings for the
major municipal dischargers in the
Lake Erie Basin, as reported by the

jurisdictions to the

Water Quality

Board, represent the best estimates
available.

Limited copies of the complete report are

available from the Regional Office.

PCB continued from page 4
and sold. Other multi-millions in compensation may have to be paid by government and

taminants Act late in 1975. Prior to passage of
the Act a Task Force on PCB s was established.

According to high level Canadian officials,
one of the first contaminants to be specifically

In October of 1972 the Water Quality

Board reported to the International Joint Com-

mission on high levels of PCB s in Great

Lakes fish. In January 1973 the International
Joint Commission recommended several
actions to the two Governments: joint research
to provide information on the effects of small
amounts of PCB s to human health; inventory
of present stocks of PCB's and materials containing them; regulation of manufacture, importation and release of PCB s and products
containing them.

On a wider international scale, in Februa

1973 the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development member countries

agreed to control the manufacture and trade

of PCB s. Further the nations agreed to exchange data for the next three years on the

whose

amounts of PCB s (by type) manufactured,

sale of fish species which contain excessive

sumed; replacements supplied; and disposals
of surplus PCB s.

GOVERNMENTAL ACTIONS

The Lake Michigan Toxic Substances
Committee of the Environmental Protection
Agency issued a report after a two-d ay meeting

industry to

commercial

fishermen

earning power is destroyed by prohibition of
PCB s.

Ontario s Ministry of the Environment
set up a task force on PCB s in 1970 to review

PCB's sources and to recommend control

measures. Extensive monitoring was undertaken to determine occurrence, distribution

and concentrations in the environment.
Industrial plants using PCB's were inspected
and control facilities improvements were made
to eliminate discharges. An agreement was
https://scholar.uwindsor.ca/ijcfocus/vol2/iss1/1

v}

regulated under the Act will be PCB s.

imported, exported,

incinerated

and

con-

in May 1975 urging a near-total ban on PCB s.

The members agreed that controls on the
PCB s still used had not produced an observable decline in residuals in Lake Michigan and its basin from 1971-75. In Michigan

and Wisconsin bills to phase out PCB s were
introduced in the states legislatures in 1975,
but these have not become laws as yet.
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Indiana s legislation was introduced in 1976

and reached the Governor s desk for signature
in early February.

In July 1975 the Great Lakes Water Quality
Board passed a resolution on PCB s (see
Focus 4 article). Members recommended that

the Governments of Canada and the United
States undertake public discussions on
environmental contamination by PCB s and
the consequences of strictly controlling their

sale, use and disposal. Not long after, the
Great Lakes Commission recommended that

the Environmental Protection Agency hold
public hearings to discuss banning the use of

PCB s, that PCB s be replaced as soon as
substitutes become available and that a disposal program be developed. The Great Lakes
Basin Commission also made a recommendao
tion that PCB s be banned and has asked
Congress to approve the ban and classify
the chemicals as prohibited hazardous

substances. In August the Environmental Protection Agency announced its intention to
hold the November conference.

EPA S ROLE
At the conference many participants were
ghly critical of the lack of regulatory

encies enforcement of laws relating to
PCB s. What powers they have they have not

applied in a timely manner or, in some cases,

at all. Under Section 307 of the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972
(PL 92-500) the Environmental Protection
Agency Administrator was directed to within

90 days of enactment establish a list of toxic
pollutants for which effluent limitation would
be established 180 days later. Thirty days
later public hearings were to occur; six
months later final standards were required

and a year from then, compliance was required. Toxicity, persistence, degradability,

4;

Francis Mayo, former EPA Region V Administrator,
Donald Marshall, Region V Regional Council Staff, and
Mrs. Lee Batts, Assistant for Congressional and Governmental Relations at the PCB's Conference.

the presence and importance of affected
organisms in the waters, and the extent of
the toxic effect were the criteria to be con-

sidered.

Six months after the deadline and acting

under

a

court

order, the

Environmental

Protection Agency proposed a list of toxic

substances, one of them PCB s. In December

1973 effluent limits were proposed and from
April - June 1974 hearings were held. Pro-

cedures prohibit the Environmental Protection

Agency from introducing new evidence once
the hearings begin and revisions have to be
made on evidence presented at the hearings.
The Environmental Protection Agency there-

fore withdrew its proposals and the entire
process began again. As of this writing, new

limits have yet to be proposed, but they
may be in late February 1976.
Section 311 empowered the Environmental Protection Agency to enforce a no
discharge policy regarding the hazardous
substances listed by its administrator. Under

Section 504 the administrator can bring suit

to stop or modify a discharge which evidence

shows is a danger to citizens health or wel-

Keeping our mailing list up to date is a big job. We need your help.
Yes [:1
No E]
ls your mailing address correct?
If not, please correct the label on the other side of this page and mail it to:
Editor, Great Lakes FOCUS
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Windsor, Ontario N9A 6T3

Because of computer format, addresses must not exceed 4 lines.
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fare. The word
evidence
makes this
a
Versions
the United
States
Toxic Subdifficult one to apply to PCB s because the stances Act are still being revised by Congress.
courts will require specific proof of health/ A US. House of Representatives Bill (HR 9525)
welfare effects.
sponsored by Representative Aspin of Wi
The National Pollutant Discharge Elimina- consin, was introduced in September 1975

tion System of permits issued under PL 92-500

enables the Environmental Protection Agency
to specify the amount of PCB s (and any

other substance) which an industrial facility

ban PCB s effective three years from the date

of

the

bill s

enactment.

Senator

Gaylord

Nelson of Wisconsin introduced aSenate bill

late last year to severely limit and ultimately

may discharge. Approximately a dozen per-

ban the use of PCB s. In January,

in the Great Lakes Basin. The Environmental
Protection Agency as a result of its conference has begun a review of these permits and
may be proposing revisions to them toward

use of PCB s and called upon society to
eliminate the production, importationand use

mits have been issued to PCB s dischargers

mid 1976.

FOR ADDITIONAL COPIES
Write to Patricia Bonner - Editor, Great Lakes
Focus, lJC Regional Office, 100 Ouellette Avenue.
Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9A 6T3.
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Environ-

mental
Protection Agency administrator
Russell Train recommended a total ban on the

of PCB s as quickly as possible.

Whatever happens legislatively, implementation will not occur instantly and, if it

could, banning PCB s will not cause them to

disappear. The chemicals will be here in the
Great Lakesthrough most of your lifetimes.
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